The Latest MARCUS Innovation!

Patch-It™

Pre-Printed 5" Block Creative Layout Concept by Faye Burgos
Patch-It was developed on the heels of Faye's widely popular Strip-It pre-printed stripe innovation, this
time giving quilters a pre-printed patchwork design of 5" squares. It can be used as it is, printed, for quick "cheater"
quilt blocks, or cut and pieced creatively in various ways to make intricate-looking designs with minimal effort.
These examples show creative techniques using the Patch-It fabric and coordinates for easy yet beautiful results.

Featured Collection: NEW LONDON by Faye Burgos

#1 - Drunkard's Plus
Cut 10" background squares of various textures prints.
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Block A: Position the 8" circle (dotted line) template over the Patch-It
fabric, with the center of the template meeting the intersection of any
four fabric prints.
Block B: Position the 8" template, centering it over one complete
5" print, with adjoining prints framing it as shown.
Cut out the fabric circles as shown above; be sure to select a variety
of print sections for each block . Center over the background block
and appliqué using your favorite method, (turned under, raw edge, etc.
Join blocks. Add borders, layer, quilt as desired and bind.
(Stitch between each of the prints to give the quilt a pieced look!)

#2 - Perfect Pinwheels
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#3 - Strip-Set Quilt
Create a super-simple quilt by alternating 5" strips of
Patch-It with strips of one coordinating texture print, as
shown. The texture print areas are the perfect space
to show off hand or machine quilting designs.
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Available through
www.country-schoolhouse.com
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Piece the 4 cutouts
together and
join to make a 4-patch
Rotate the four-patches to create
pinwheels & join to create blocks.

Cut 5" wide strips of the Patch-It squares.
Cut 3" wide strips of texture print coordinate.
Piece strips together. Add borders, layer, quilt as
desired and bind. (Stitch between each of the prints
to give the quilt a pieced look!)
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